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goals of its seventh five-year ' all of this ttiere is something only they 
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omatic ties between 』apan and the Peo- I am fond of an insight c�ntained in the 、front.
Jle’s Republic of China. This would nor- notion that Japan and Chma are really' ., Hea�thy relations between the. two
nally be an occasion for celebration, but舟brothers with different mothers, that is, countries will not develop from the situa
[ust now an awkward d凶armony de- they share a� intimacy tempered by a tion in which attempts are made only to
・ines the relation between the two coun- . certain apartness. Sometimes money take occasion to imprint a sense of the
:ries ‘ 、 can put things wrong between half- need to atone for our mistakes in China 

Th�. variety. of mutual 総議働総怒＆ brothers. · . on younger Japanese, those generations 
州制s at work 時制S ～縁関ーさ ， But .a solution by mon削s be伽than of children and grandchildren who have· 
:hat the divide between rl議選議議牽、 no solution at all, especially in ti附ase of no experience, direct or indirect, o f
コhina and Japan is deep ：υ擦甥Ii a problem刷w州�ti
叩d Ion term. But looking 努毅燃勺；ι Perhaps ·
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cessful ties between the. two countries form of reparations but certainly involv- whom we fought one of the great conflicts , 
was flawed from the qeginnirtg, indeed in ing long-term condition-free grants-in- of the century, there is no way the issue . 
the very way relations between Tokyo aid, to China. A figure of about $50 billion of Japanese reparations for China can be 
and Beijing were normalized a decade would in my judgment be appropriate. avoided. 
and a half ago · , · If asked why this amount, part of the , Legally, of course, Japan was .at war 

In other words, there are a number Of answer would include the fact that the with the Republic of China. And fur
still unresolved issues directly resµltant Chinese themselves repeate_dly put for- thermore the. peace treaty between
from what 1 thought at the time was an ward the claim that the war cost them 10 Taiwan and Japan included no provision
unwise . exercise in the －“diplomacy of million lives and $50 ,billion, (With some for Japanese reparations. But this lack of
haste，＇’a phenorpenon no doubt inspired 、reason these claims have recently· in- legal provision offers, this country no 
by a�叫ent d問e on. both山i:Ho ；包�d
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achieve a political breakthrough . .. /:; .二：in damages.) ·' :. _..>f 日 As<

''
a ... r��hft'�Tokyo should品ake pay�· One of these problem�.：ds the continued �＂， The.period of .payment .should exteridゴinents not only to China but. to Taiwan as existence of the Taiwan regime, and i比 over; say; 10 to 20 years. As an issue.ir下三welL It is ·even conceivable that. if theimportance as an object of Japanese d1－九 Japanese. public policy,, we in any case �·circumstances demanded it; this country plomacy .. The Kokaryo .dormitory prob－ ’ need to reduce our enormous reserves ofマ’might invite representatives· Of China . Iem is the direct consequence of. how· foreign currency: ·： ， ・ and Taiwan to conference. talks at the· Japa� hedged its. bets on the Taiwan , Of course the figure of $50 billion must -same table. This kind of grand vision question. 、J、 ＇ ; ' . • • ·be put in context. At this year’s Venice should inspire the effort. ーAnother signifiとant.problem· is. the. summit, for 、example, Prime Minister ' � .. Whether this scale of japanese finanissue of Japanese wartime repa�ations . .. ι,Yasuhiro Nakasone pledged to spend ¥6 cial assistance would result in improved Rat�er than disappearing; �the 1ssu�両is'l f;lriUion� ($43: billion>.· on stimulating ,Chinese economic performance is totally,.·getting worse. In fact, Mr：ν Deng· Xiao・ .� domes�ic economic、demand, $20 billion ·a Chinese affair. But if present trends ping, the Chinese leader, used the term on developmental aid for the Third World continue, the 'rear is that China alone will ‘reparations＇.’for only the first tirn.e dur: �， (as . part .of a plan to recycle Japan’s not .share in the economic advance of.ing the recent visit of Komeito Chairman‘、trade surplus) and a further $500 million' East Asia. For this reason if for no other, Junya Yano to China. True, the w?rd was‘＞on『free grants-in-aid. to the world’s Japan has a bold contribution to make to employed in the phrase，：：‘At.the time-we� poorest countries.， 、 ’ l ‘ ・； i川 ： ＼ ， 、 China’s future. restored ties· with J �pan1, we did riot � e:;; . Where such sums :ate invofved，事so. bit�· I t  i s  t i m e  fo r a .s t rai g ht‘and mand repa�ations,'; but U目implication lion'. for. China is not an unthinkable ·openhanded approach to the problem:1 is clear:· Beijing remains'deeply dissatis寸、 figure.,(\.· ,. , ' ，， 。 白 ， • This is in any case the SOth anniversary fied <?Ve� the State ,of, the re�aration�（ • If. thザ·aeliC!1te.’：issue� �（ �e)>:ar1auc>ns’· of ��e Marco Polo Bridge Inciden�， In the’ queはHm.n· t；三i： ’ l { ：�； ‘｝』 J引、ν吋，�： .·； .·Giver】tfiis s1tua1t1on滋 it reaily w丹1se foh:.:·. then obvi。usly frank discussions with the; Japan and China to grasp the opportunity . 

Japan to leave ,the,.matter,. where .it� Chinese would be essential. The invasion .. that the present gives our two countries
l，ιstands?:For their part, ,the Chinese tend". of China:· by Japan is fact.. It is history'..,, to grope for a better‘bilateral relation-: 

to view· contemporary Japan <IS _Cl hyper i:' , �－'At the same .time, it is true that_1 no( ship by learning lessons from the past 15; 
' e�ample of .�hat the French .. call the;: .. only is war a great色vii. out that Japan：’years . .川 、 ； ，，，、i、 ·：：.－ ·

n?veau riぬe:.people,who are convinced\, itself paid.:a.terrible'price in World War ., . ( r.,:,. J、（＇＇ . :i'. :, . .: . γ プ向d
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clear · that China will、have to raise ·be-.· of .victimization which feeds on it. I seek in the sankei Shimbun·s “おiron" column (Sept. 29）・一、

tween $20. billion. to _$40 billion if it is to' a way to make the Chinese realize that in Editor. : : '.' ＇ ＇ ＂ ぷ . ,, • ' 
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China, Japan：15 years on　THE JAPAN Times-1987.10.04


